Overall Manhattan Market Update: January 2021
The rebound in Manhattan
real estate accelerated in
Q4 2020.

Supply declined across all
price points in December.

Data courtesy of ACRIS, MillerSamuel, PropertyShark, and UrbanDigs. Data reflective of Manhattan condo and co-op
resale market. Current as of January 2021.

MANHATTAN MARKET UPDATE
The rebound in Manhattan real estate continued throughout December, with data that shows
robust activity. While the market typically slows in December, 2020 saw an uptick in activity
compared to November. The rebound in Manhattan accelerated in Q4 2020, as inventory
declined and contract activity increased. We expect the increased buyer activity to continue
through this spring and the ongoing recovery.
Manhattan Supply (non-new development) continued to decline in December, but is still 30%
higher than December 2019. Inventory decreased 17% in December from 7,654 to 6,379 units.
We expect supply to increase beginning the second half of January and continue into March.
The declines in supply were consistent across price points, with a 20% decline in inventory
priced below $5M and an 8% decline in inventory priced above $10M. Supply in all price points,
with the exception of $10M+, have increased year-over-year with the largest percentage
increase in the under $600K cohort.
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Buyer Activity as measured by contract signings, accelerated 12% more in December
compared to November and 32% more contracts signed in 2020 compared to December
2019 [943 signed in Dec 2020 and 717 signed in Dec 2019]. Q4 was exceptionally strong with
14% more contracts signed in Q4 2020 when compared to Q4 2019 [2,664 in Q4 2020 vs
2,328 in Q4 2019].
Historically, Manhattan contract activity is busiest in the spring and the fall, and quieter in
the summer and winter. Based on averages from 2013 through 2019, March is the most active
month by contract volume, accounting for 10% of the annual volume on average. October is
the second busiest month with 9% of the annual volume. Meanwhile, December is typically the
quietest month, accounting for only 7%. In 2020, given the lack of the spring market, December
was actually the busiest month, accounting for 13% of the signed contracts in 2020.

The usual seasonality
patterns did not occur
in 2020.

More contract were signed
in December than any other
month of 2020.

More contracts were signed in December than any other month of 2020. Additionally, more
contracts were signed this December than in any of the preceding seven Decembers.
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More contracts were signed
in Q4 2020 than Q4 2019.

Contract volume increased
across most price points,
neighborhoods and sizes.

Contract volume increases across most price points, neighborhoods and sizes. The market
rebound has been widespread across the bulk of the Manhattan market. In terms of activity by
price point, with the exception of the $1–2M price point, which has been a driving force in the
market, all other price points saw an uptick in contract activity over the past month, with the
$600–$1M and $10M+ segments seeing the largest percentage increase. Contract activity in
the sub $5M ranges have all seen 30% + increase in contract activity in December compared
to the prior year, underscoring how the rebound in Manhattan real estate is transcending most
price points. Upper Manhattan and Midtown saw the largest percentage increase in contract
activity over the last month, while the Upper West Side saw the largest increase over the last
year. The bulk of the contract activity continues to be for 1 and 2-bedroom apartments.

MANHATTAN CONTRACT ACTIVITY BY PRICE POINT

MANHATTAN CONTRACT ACTIVITY BY NEIGHBORHOOD
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MANHATTAN CONTRACT ACTIVITY BY BEDROOM COUNT

Demand is still fueled by
local buyers, for now.

Leverage is shifting from
buyers towards sellers.

Demand is still fueled by local buyers, for now. The robust contract activity is especially
impressive given the lack of domestic migration and foreign investment. Traditionally those
two buyer pools have made up a sizable proportion of buying activity particularly in the
higher price cohort. As to their return to the NYC real estate market, it is not a matter of if,
but when. These types of buyers are more often to be cash buyers and when they return,
competition will increase. The window of opportunity for local financing buyers may start to
close. Measured by the Market Pulse, a ratio of pending sales to supply, the balance of power
between buyers and sellers is shifting away from buyers. The market pulse has been steadily
rising throughout Q4 as the market rebounds. Despite the overall higher levels of supply,
contract activity has increased at a faster rate as shown in this graph:

As additional buyers enter the market, we expect the Market Pulse to continue to increase.
In other words, the market is shifting towards a sellers market, which provides sellers more
pricing power. As the below chart indicates, Manhattan has been more often a seller’s market
than a buyer’s since 2012. Since the market peak in 2015, Manhattan has experienced market
headwinds largely resulting from macroeconomic factors, domestic policy changes, and
local taxation. However, note that the market was actually starting to rebound in Q1 2020
(pre-COVID). After Q4, by many metrics, the market is back to where it was at this point last
year, recovering and rebounding.

Charts courtesy of UrbanDigs.
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PRICING & DISCOUNTS
As the Market Pulse has increased, it is expected that negotiability will decrease. Based
on an analysis of 100 accepted offers in December, the average listing price negotiability
is decreasing:

Negotiability is decreasing,
especially for properties $1M+.

95% more leases were
signed in December 2020
compared to December 2019.

Negotiability for apartments priced below $1M were little changed over the last month.
Discounts above $1M are decreasing in part due to the continued increase in contract activity
at the higher points. Earlier in the year, there was a larger delta between the contract volume
in the below and above $1M price points.
Prices will begin to increase after (1) demand increases, (2) supply decreases and (3)
negotiability decreases. As demand has risen, supply has decreased and discounts are declining,
the beginnings of price appreciation in Manhattan may not be far off —> “sellers market”.

MARKET HEADWINDS
Irrespective of the positive end to 2020, several challenges remain ahead for Manhattan real
estate on a macro level including (1) budget concerns, (2) possible changes in taxation, and (3)
city & state politics and policy. There are speed bumps and obstacles to navigate this year as
the COVID effects continue to make their way through the economy, but bright spots are on
the horizon for the city in the coming years, so buyers should maintain a long-term outlook.

The Manhattan Rental Market also had a robust month, as 95% more leases signed in
December 2020 compared to December 2019 [2,577 leases signed in December 2020
compared to 1,319 in December 2019]. The rental supply continued to decrease throughout
December at an average rate of 2% per week. Similar to the sales market, December is
typically a slow month for rentals. The nearly 2X increase in leasing activity is a positive sign
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people are returning to Manhattan for the new year as the vaccine rollout continues and
people look towards the spring and resuming some semblance of life and normal in the city.

People are starting to return
to Manhattan.

Despite the 2X uptic in leasing activity, more is needed to absorb the incredible supply
in Manhattan. In December 2020 about 40% more new rentals came to market than in
December 2019. While inventory is still coming to market at a higher rate, it will take time for
the overall supply to be absorbed and for the pendulum to start shifting from a pure tenants
market to a more balanced one. Tenants enter 2021 firmly in the driver’s seat, as landlord’s
offer widespread concessions and deals on 12–24 month leases to entice tenants to return.

Tenants enter 2021 firmly
in the driver’s seat, as
landlords offer widespread
concessions.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR…
Buyers / First Time Home Buyers:
• Competition is increasing in the market, with decreasing inventory and increasing demand.
• Expect a wave of new inventory to start coming on the market in mid-January.
• More contracts were signed in December 2020 than in any of the prior seven Decembers.
• Contract volume increased across most price points in December compared to November.
• While interest rates remain low, some banks are continuing to toughen their lending standards.
Sellers:
• Buyers are waiting for new inventory to come to market, so sellers can gain an edge by
listing early and pricing accurately.
• Expect increased competition in the market, so pricing correctly remains a must for a
seller to be relevant to buyers.
• On average in December, sellers cut their asking prices by 10%.
• Staging is increasingly important to show buyers how to live, work and play in their
new home.
• Buyer demand for the luxury segment, which remained soft for the longest, is returning.
Renters:
• People are returning to NYC, taking advantage of decreased prices and widespread
landlord concessions.
• The rental market continues to be active, 95% more leases were signed this December
compared to the last.
• Tenants continue to experience incredible negotiating power, both on new leases
and renewals.
• Landlords are offering attractive deals for leases that would end in Spring or Summer
2022, but are generally not willing to offer two or three-year leases at low rates, a sign
landlords expect the rental market to rebound within 18–24 months.

Investors:
• As activity in both the rental and sales market increases, now may be a good time to
purchase property.
• It will likely take another 18–24 months before we see true price appreciation in both the
rental and sale markets.
• Interest rates are expected to remain at low levels for the next 12–18 months.
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ABOUT US
Founded in 2008 and headquartered in New York City, Elegran Real Estate LLC is a luxury residential brokerage company driven by an
entrepreneurial spirit. We are anchored on a foundation of dedicated people, proprietary technology, and cutting-edge marketing tools.
Together, they foster a uniquely collaborative culture in which our agents focus on client relationships and innovative, full service advisory
representation for both buyers and sellers.

© Copyright 2020 Elegran Real Estate LLC (“Elegran”). All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, whether electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording or by any other means, without the prior written permission of Elegran. All contents are for informational purposes only
and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any property mentioned herein. This publication includes information obtained from
published and non-published sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Unless otherwise specified, opinions expressed are those
of the authors and/or Elegran and are subject to change without notice, In no way does anything herein express or constitute investment advice, nor is it
intended to provide (and should not be relied upon for) accounting, legal or tax advice. This publication may contain forward-looking statements, and due
to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. No
representation is made as to the accuracy of any description (ie: listing, close sale data, and/or building description) of any building or individual unit, and all
measurements and square footage should be considered approximate. Elegran LLC, its members, affiliates, and contributors adhere to New Your City, New
York State, and United States Fair Housing Laws.
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